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Psychology Research Experience Program

Department of Psychology

University of Wisconsin–Madison
Psychology Research Experience Program
Symposium

August 2, 2018, Room 338 Brogden Psychology Building

2:30 Welcome Brad Postle, PREP Director

2:35 Opening Remarks Craig Berridge, Director of Graduate Studies

2:45 Chelsea Ofori U. of Virginia
Saffran Lab - *Hold up! How expected vs. surprising actions affect toddlers’ novel word learning*

3:00 Pamela Santiago U. de Puerto Rico - Mayaguez
Rosengren Lab - *Cultural differences in parent-child discussions of germ and cold weather theories of the common cold*

3:15 Rebekah Manweiler U. of Kansas
Beckage; Austerweil Lab - *Adding cognition to GitHub*

3:30 Yves Valentin U. of Central Florida
Rogers Lab - *False beliefs and Mr. Spock*

3:45 Sophie Sandweiss Brown U.
Austerweil Lab - *Grocery shopping habits as a predictor of Memory decline*

4:00 Concluding remarks Brad Postle
Reception to follow
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